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Let T :QU0 → Top0 denote the usual forgetful functor from the category of quasi-uniform
T0-spaces to that of the topological T0-spaces. We regard the bicompletion reﬂector
as a (pointed) endofunctor K :QU0 → QU0. For any section F :Top0 → QU0 of T we
consider the (pointed) endofunctor R = T K F :Top0 → Top0. The T -section F is called upper
bicompletion-true (brieﬂy, upper K-true) if the quasi-uniform space K F X is ﬁner than F R X
for every X in Top0. An important known characterisation is that F is upper K -true iff the
canonical embedding X → RX is an epimorphism in Top0 for every X in Top0. We show
that this result admits a simple, purely categorical formulation and proof, independent of
the setting of quasi-uniform and topological spaces. We thus mention a few other settings
where the result is applicable. Returning then to the setting T :QU0 → Top0, we prove:
Any T -section F is upper K -true iff for all X the bitopology of K F X equals that of F R X;
and iff the join topology of K F X equals the strong topology (also called the b- or Skula
topology) of RX .
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Without mentioning any speciﬁc context, we start with a simple, purely categorical result. Afterward we shall consider
relevant contexts.
Two categories A and X and a faithful functor T :A → X are given, as well as an endofunctor K :A → A and a natural
transformation κ :1A → K . If F :X → A is any section of T , that is, T F = 1X then we write T K F = RF and Tκ F = ρ F , so
that (RF ,ρ F ) is a pointed endofunctor in X. We say F is upper K -true if K F is ﬁner than F R F , that is, there is a natural
j : K F → F RF such that T j is the identity transformation.
Proposition 1.1. ([4,5]) If κF X is epi and T -initial in A for each X in X, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) F is an upper K -true section of T ;
(2) ρ F is objectwise epi in X;
(3) (RF ,ρ F ) is a prereﬂection;
(4) (RF ,ρ F ) is well-pointed;
(5) There exists a T -section G coarser than F such that K F is ﬁner than GRF .
Proof. ((1) ⇒ (2)): See [5, pp. 59–60], a categorical proof.
((2) ⇒ (3) and (3) ⇒ (4)): These are obvious from the deﬁnitions of “prereﬂection” and “well-pointed” as given in [17].
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((1) ⇒ (5)): This holds trivially for every T -section G which is coarser than F , including G = F . Note that G coarser than
F means F ﬁner than G .
((5) ⇒ (3)): See [5, pp. 56–57], a categorical proof. 
We remark that the condition (5) of Proposition 1.1 ﬁrst arose in the thesis of Z. Kimmie [12, Proposition 2.3.5], in
the special context of quasi-uniform over topological T0-spaces, using ﬁlter-theoretic methods. On the other hand, the
categorical proof of “(5) ⇒ (3)” which we cite above in the proof of Proposition 1.1, consists of fairly complex diagram-
chasing. Therefore we give here a new and much simpler proof, as follows.
((5) ⇒ (2)): By (5) we have natural transformations i : F → G and h : K F → GRF with T i = 1 and Th = 1. Consider two
morphisms r, s : RF X → B , any B in B, such that rρ FX = sρ FX . We need only show r = s. We have Gr ◦ Gρ FX = Gs ◦ Gρ FX .
Further, the rectangle Gρ FX ◦ i X versus hX ◦κF X is sent by T to a trivially commutative rectangle. Since T is faithful, we now
have Gρ FX ◦ i X = hX ◦ κF X . It follows that
Gr ◦ hX ◦ κF X = Gr ◦ Gρ FX ◦ i X = G
(
r ◦ ρ FX
) ◦ i X = G(s ◦ ρ FX
) ◦ i X = Gs ◦ Gρ FX ◦ i X = Gs ◦ hX ◦ κF X .
It is given that κF X is epi, and hX is obviously epi. By cancellation we have Gr = Gs. Applying T we see r = s. 
Clearly, if T in Proposition 1.1 preserves epimorphisms, then every section of T is upper K -true. This occurs in, for
instance, the following situations (see [4, 4.1]):
(a) T :Unif0 → CregTop0 from T0 uniform spaces to completely regular T0 topological spaces, with (K , κ) the uniform
completion reﬂection.
(b) T :QU0 → Creg2Top0 from T0 quasi-uniform spaces to “pairwise” completely regular T0 bitopological spaces, with
(K , κ) the quasi-uniform bicompletion reﬂection.
(c) T :QU0 → CregPOTop into the completely regular partially ordered spaces.
(d) T :Qui0 → AdQui0 involving the quiet quasi-uniform spaces of D. Doitchinov; see [4, 4.3].
These examples suggest that in settings of the above kind, the forgetful functor T preserves epimorphisms if the categories
involved are symmetric, or when the asymmetry in the codomain of T balances that in the domain.
For the notion of lower K -true (that is, F R F ﬁner than K F ) there are simple characterisations in the above and similar
concrete settings (see [4–6]). The lower and upper notions combined give K -true, that is, K F = F R F . In abelian group
theory the latter notion bears the name completable when (K , κ) is the Cauchy completion in abelian T0 (hence Hausdorff)
topological groups and the forgetful functor is T :Top0Ab→ Ab (see Mader [15]). In [15] Mader gives examples where the
T -section F (called a functorial topology) fails to be upper K -true. However, for our Proposition 1.1 to make sense in that
setting, appropriate restrictions of T and F have to be made.
2. The asymmetric quasi-uniform setting
Basic facts about quasi-uniform spaces may be found in [9]. Our notation and terminology is best found in [7] and [8],
but will also be found in [2–5].
QU0 denotes the category of quasi-uniform T0-spaces with the usual mappings which we just call quasi-uniform. Top0 is
the category of T0-topological spaces and continuous mappings. We write a single symbol such as Y for an object of QU0 ,
and denote by ent Y the quasi-uniformity, that is, the ﬁlter of entourages in Y . The underlying topology of Y is given by
the neighbourhood ﬁlter {U (a) | U ∈ ent Y } at every point a ∈ |Y |, where U (a) = {y ∈ |Y | | (a, y) ∈ U } and |Y | stands for the
point set of Y . By this process the quasi-uniform maps become continuous maps between the underlying topological spaces.
Thus we have our forgetful functor T :QU0 → Top0 .
A quasi-uniform space Y has a conjugate cY , on the same point set, where ent(cY ) = {U−1 | U ∈ ent Y }. This gives the
functor c :QU0 → QU0 . Now Y also has a second underlying topology, that of T cY . Thus we get a bitopological space which
we denote by T̂ Y = (T Y , T cY ); our convention here is just to regard a bitopological space as a pair of topological spaces
that have the same underlying set. Now (T Y , T cY ) is “pairwise” completely regular, and this process gives precisely all T0
“pairwise” completely regular bitopological spaces; so our functor is:
T̂ :QU0 → Creg2Top0.
We may take the join of the two topologies of T̂ Y , that is, the coarsest topology ﬁner than both. It is a completely regular
T0-space, that is a Tychonoff space. Thus we get the functor
S :Creg2Top0 → Tych.
The functor T :QU0 → Top0 has a large class of sections F :Top0 → QU. By deﬁnition, F is a section of T iff T F = 1Top0 , the
identity functor on Top0 . Thus F takes any continuous map g : X → X ′ of Top0 to a quasi-uniform map in QU0 , F g : F X →
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underlying functions.
Given any T -section F :Top0 → QU0 we can follow it with T̂ :QU0 → Creg2Top0 to get the composite T̂ F :Top0 →
Creg2Top0. A remarkable fact due to Salbany [16] is that T̂ F is independent of the particular T -section F . We can see that
T̂ F X = (T F X, T cF X) = (X, T cF X) but Salbany saw that the topological space T cF X has a base for open sets consisting of
all the closed sets of X . So we have another functor m :Top0 → Top0 given by mX = T cF X at each X , independent of F .
Moreover, we can now deﬁne the functor Q :Top0 → Creg2Top0 by Q X = (X,mX) for all X in Top0 . Thus Q = T̂ F for
every T -section F .
We see at once that Q is a section of the forgetful functor E :Creg2Top0 → Top0 which forgets the second topology.
Here Salbany [16] has another surprise: Q is the unique section of E . (These facts are also proved in [1], and discussed
in [8, p. 503].)
Since we had the functor S :Creg2Top0 → Tych, we now have the composite SQ :Top0 → Tych. For any X in Top0 , SQ X
has the join topology of X and mX , in other words, a subbase for its topology consists of the open sets and the closed sets
of X . The topology of SQ X is called the strong topology [10] of X , or the Skula topology, or the b-topology, and the notation
SQ X = bX is sometimes used.
We can now give the known descriptions of the epimorphisms in our categories. These are:
In Top0 the maps g : X → Y with g[X] dense in SQ Y ;
In Tych the maps g : X → Y with g[X] dense in Y ;
In Creg2Top0 the maps g : X → Y with g[X] dense in SY ;
In QU0 the maps g : X → Y with g[X] dense in S T̂ Y .
In any one of our categories, we shall say that the space X is ﬁner than the space Y , written as X  Y , if there is a
morphism i : X → Y whose underlying map in Set is an identity function. The dual notion, coarser than, is written as X  Y .
For functors G and H we say G is ﬁner than H , written as G  H , if GX  HX for every X in the domain category; this is
equivalent to the existence of a natural transformation j :G → H with an underlying identity transformation in Set.
The well-known bicompletion [9] of a space Y ∈ QU0 is written as κY : Y → KY ; here κY is an epimorphic quasi-uniform
embedding. One thinks of K as an endofunctor K :QU0 → QU0 so that κ : 1QU0 → K is a natural transformation, and the
pair (K , κ) is a reﬂection to the bicomplete spaces in QU0 .
Consider any section F of T :QU0 → Top0 . For any X in Top0 , F X in QU0 has the bicompletion κF X : F X → K F X . Apply-
ing T and noting T F X = X , we have TκF X : X → T K F X . Writing this as ρX : X → RX we have the natural transformation
ρ : 1Top0 → R , where ρ = Tκ F and R = T K F , R :Top0 → Top0 .
As with any natural transformation, one has the notation Fix(ρ) = {X ∈ Top0 | ρX is an isomorphism} (here iso = home-
omorphism). The special fact to observe here, easy to check, is that Fix(ρ) = {X ∈ Top0 | F X is bicomplete}.
Here we have suppressed the superscript F from the ρ F and RF of Proposition 1.1, since by now we know that we work
with one F at a time.
The deﬁnition for a T -section F to be upper K -true is precisely as given before Proposition 1.1. In the present context,
the upper K -true T -sections are known (see [13,4]) to be precisely those T -sections ﬁner than the well-monotone covering
quasi-uniformity functor W :Top0 → QU0 . One also has to know [14] that for the full subcategory of sober T0-spaces,
Sob= Fix(TκW ).
Proposition 2.1. Given any section F of T :QU0 → Top0 . The following are equivalent:
(1) F is upper K -true;
(2) For each X in Top0 , ρX : X → RX is an epimorphism in Top0;
(3) (R,ρ) is a prereﬂection in Top0;
(4) (R,ρ) is well-pointed, i.e. RρX = ρRX for every X in Top0;
(5) There exists a T -section G coarser than F such that K F is ﬁner than GR;
(6) T̂ K F = T̂ F R, that is, for each X in Top0 the bitopology of K F X equals that of F R X ;
(7) T cK F =mT K F , where c is the conjugation endofunctor in QU andm :Top0 → Top0 acts by taking the closed sets in any space X
as basic open sets for mX ;
(8) For each space X in Top0 , every closed set in T K F X is open in the topology of the conjugate of K F X ;
(9) For each space X in Top0 , the join topology of K F X equals the b-topology (also called the Skula or strong topology) of R X ; in
symbols: S T̂ K F = S T̂ F R = SQ R = bR.
Proof. The equivalence of (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) follows from Proposition 1.1.
((1) ⇒ (6)): Given K F  F R , we clearly have T̂ K F  T̂ F R . We know T̂ F = Q = T̂Φ , where Φ is the ﬁnest T -section
(see [8, Lemma 3]). Thus T̂ F R = T̂ΦR = T̂ΦT K F . Since ΦT  1QU0 , we have T̂ F R  T̂ K F . Thus T̂ K F = T̂ F R .
((6) ⇔ (7)): Since T̂ F = Q , we have T̂ K F = T̂ F R iff T̂ K F = Q R . Writing a bitopological space as pair of topological
spaces, for any X in Top0 we have T̂ K F X = (T K F X, T cK F X) while Q RX = (RX,mRX) = (T K F X,mT K F X). This shows
that (6) ⇔ (7).
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(T Y , T cY ). In particular, mTY  T cY holds for all Y in QU0 . Hence the equation in (7) is equivalent to T cK F X mT K F X .
By deﬁnition of the functor m, the latter inequality can be written as condition (8).
((6) ⇒ (9)): Immediate by applying the functor S to the equation in (6).
((9) ⇒ (2)): Assume that S T̂ K F X = SQ RX . Note that the functors T̂ :QU0 → Creg2Top0 and S :Creg2Top0 → Tych both
preserve epimorphisms. Since κF X : F X → K F X is epi in QU0 , we have S T̂κF X : S T̂ F X → S T̂ K F X epi in Tych. Using T̂ F = Q
and our assumption that S T̂ K F = SQ R we get:
S T̂κF X : SQ X → SQ RX epi in Tych.
From ρX : X → RX we get the map SQ ρX : SQ X → SQ RX .
Here we have two continuous maps with the same domain and the same codomain in Tych, and their underlying maps
in Set coincide because ρX = TκF X and the functors S, T̂ , T , Q do not affect underlying sets and maps. The forgetful functor
Tych→ Set being faithful, we have SQ ρX = S T̂κF X . Thus SQ ρX : SQ X → SQ RX is an epi in Tych, in other words, its image
is dense in SQ RX . Recall that SQ gives the b-topology (strong or Skula topology). Thus ρX : X → RX is an epimorphism in
Top0 . 
Here we list the further characterisations of the upper K -true sections F of T :QU0 → Top0 known to us.
(10) F is ﬁner than the well-monotone covering quasi-uniformity functor W [13,4].
(11) For every X ∈ Top0 the extension ρX : X → T K F X factors into the sobriﬁcation σX : X → Sob X via a natural embedding
T K F X → Sob X [14,5].
(12) Fix(Tκ F ) is epireﬂective in Top0 (note: Fix(Tκ F ) = {X ∈ Top0 | F X is bicomplete}) [7].
(13) Fix(Tκ F ) is embedding-reﬂective in Top0 [7].
(14) Every sober space belongs to Fix(Tκ F ) [7].
(15) For each (inﬁnite) regular cardinal α one has F Xα = W Xα , where Xα is deﬁned by putting the lower topology {[0, β[ |
β ∈ α} on the set α [7].
(16) The class {Y ∈ QU0 | Y  F T Y } is mapped into itself by the bicompletion functor K [8]. (Note: The said class forms a
full bicoreﬂective subcategory of QU0 .)
Corollary 2.2.
(17) Any T -section F is upper K -true if and only if the class of all bicomplete spaces in QU0 is mapped into itself by the coreﬂection
functor from QU0 to the subcategory {Y ∈ QU0 | Y  F T Y }.
Proof. The corollary follows at once from (16) by the following purely categorical result ascribed in [11] to the thesis of
M.D. Rice at Wesleyan University, 1973: In any category A, let B be a full reﬂective subcategory with reﬂection functor
L :A→ B, and let C be a full coreﬂective subcategory of A with coreﬂection functor M :A→ C. Assume also that B and C
are closed under isomorphism. Then L[C] ⊆ C if and only if M[B] ⊆ B. 
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